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1 9317157 HAI NAM 82 Vietnam 01.12.2004 30046 Bulk carrier Vietnam
Register Vietnam Register

HAI NAM
COMPANY

LIMITED
03.10.2023 11.10.2023

1. The Fire Drill (for Galley Fire & Rescue) cannot be performed in order
(crews do not familiarize with the drill, and the associated firemen
equipment (such as the radio is missing, SCBA serious leaking and air
pressure low);
2. Both SCBA (Self-contained Breathing Apparatus) sets are inoperable,
the hose & valve was found defective and leak seriously;
3. The Isolation Valves (Main Valve, Sectional Valves for Accommodation
and Deck) cannot be closed in position and fail to perform the function
during the 'Fire Pump & Hose’ test. The fire hydrant at ‘BOAT Deck (Aft)’
was found leaking;
4. Ventilation Trunk (after the damper) for Accommodation Air Condition
System was found with punctures (approximate area of 30cm x 20cm) and
the Ventilation Damper (FVD-R-6) at ‘Deck A’ was found malfunction and
cannot close tight;
5. Lifeboats' Propulsion are inoperable. PORT Lifeboat engine cannot be
started by both sets of batteries. STBD Lifeboat engine cannot be started
by No.1 set of batteries;
6. PORT Lifeboat Launching Arrangement, the Hook Release
mechanism's 'interlock stop lever’ was found in un-lock (emergency
launching position) and the protective case is missing. The hydrostatic
interlock unit was found stuck-up and malfunction. Both STBD & PORT
Lifeboat do not have the specified instruction & schematic diagram (such
as the launching device & release handle operation…etc.) at ship’s
working language in lifeboat; and
7. The implementation of ship's ISM failed to ensure proper maintenance
of the ship with objective evidence of above deficiency items.

2 9132832 YOSEI MARU Sierra
Leone 16.03.1995 1065 General

cargo/multipurpose

Overseas
Marine

Certification
Services

Overseas Marine
Certification

Services

SHANDONG
TONGDA

INTERNATIONAL
SHIPPING

MANAGEMENT
CO., LTD

17.10.2023 21.10.2023

1. All handheld VHF battery expired;
2. Muster list is not available, muster list provided is not specified to this
ship;
3. Crew fail to demonstrate proper use of BA set during fire drill;
4. Nautical chart update log was not available;
5. Line Throwing appliance expired; and
6. The implementation of ship's ISM failed to ensure the response to
emergency situation.

3 9380855 RISE 1905

Saint
Vincent
and the

Grenadines

20.07.2005 1972 General
cargo/multipurpose

Korean
Register,

International
Naval Surveys

Bureau

Korean Register,
International

Naval Surveys
Bureau

Sed Denizcilik ve
Dis Ticaret Anonim

Sirketi
17.10.2023 22.10.2023

1. Vessel had no port charts for entering Hong Kong, nor Notice To
Mariner available onboard;
2. Fire alarm system test record was not available;
3. Several fire doors self-close devices were broken/defective, e.g.
emergency escape route, engine control room. Many fire doors in
accommodation were tied by rope to keep open;
4. Fire drill conducted unsatisfactory, crew were not mustered properly,
and not at correct location, no head count, SCBA had not been checked
before use, crew did not familiar with their duties; and
5. The ISM implementation of the vessel was failed to ensure safe
operation of the ship, the objective evidence as the identified deficiencies.
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